INTRODUCTION

MARACHI Company Founded in 1998, is a design and development, manufacturing facilities, sales and service in an integrated company, covering 150 acres, 500 employees, annual output of high quality sanitary ware more than sixty million. In the ten years of development history, the company continued to optimize the organizational structure, systems integration, internal resources, create excellent Corporate culture, the introduction of senior management and technical personnel. At the same time increasing investments in technology, the introduction of advanced manufacturing and testing equipment and production technology, quality of products for the MARACHI laid a solid foundation. Over the years, MARACHI people to their wisdom, unity and fighting spirit, and actively respond to the dangers and challenges of development, tenacious perseverance to continue to carry out quality improvement. Advanced management, quality service, good credit management image, making MARACHI win the community’s recognition and praise.

MARACHI existing products, product certification completed water-saving and environmental products certification, and by the National Development and Reform Commission Ministry of Finance and the mandatory inclusion of "government procurement list of"preferred brand. MARACHI will, as always, to improve the sanitary quality of human responsibility, continue to adhere to energy-saving environmental protection and healthy development of the concept is fully committed to all-round development of the field of Sanitary ware products.
Modern Designers Regard Humnity as Their Chief Goal in The Design of Sanitary Wares Humanity is Necessary and Essential
HUNG BASIN
WALL SERIES

MC-2020
Wash Basin Pedestal
Single Tap Hole
Size: L 465/ H 800/ W 600mm

MC-796
Wash Basin Pedestal
Single Tap Hole
Size: L 500/ H 800/ W 810mm

MC-2020D
Wash Basin Pedestal
Single Tap Hole Wall Hung
Size: L 465/ H 480/ W 660mm

MC-2035D
Wash Basin Pedestal
Single Tap Hole Wall Hung
Size: L 465/ H 460/ W 820mm
URINAL

Series

Wall Hang Urinal
Back to Wall Mounting
Size: L 300/ H 660/ W 300mm

Wall Hang Urinal
Back to Wall Mounting
Size: L 280/ H 490/ W 800mm

Squatting Pan Without Trap
Size: L 360/ W 380/ H 190mm

Squatting Pan Without Trap
Size: L 560/ W 460/ H 190mm
MS-210
Wall Hang Water Tank
Size: L:190 H: 390 W:350mm

DUAL FLUSH VALVE

FILL VALVE

FIXING SCREW

FLANG/WAX RING